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Established in 2019, FEMX Quarters is 
the first-of-its-kind versatile space 
located in San Diego, CA. We are 
proudly a female-founded for-purpose 
business dedicated to creating diverse, 
empowering, and fun spaces. 

150 seated 
200 standing

200 sq. ft of front 
outdoor space

3,600 sq. ft open 
floor plan

1919 
SAN 
DIEGO 
AVE.

LOCATION

OPEN VENDOR POLICY

ABOUT FEMX

QUICK FACTS

5 minutes 
from 

downtown 
San Diego

4 minutes 
from San 

Diego 
Airport

FEMX Quarters supports an open- 
vendor policy, ensuring that every 
element is customizable to you. 

Upon booking, also gain access to the 
FEMX preferred vendors list.



Food vendors are 
allowed to cook 
outside if they have 
a smaller mobile 
bar, they can use 
our garage doors to 
drive into FEMX.

Our kitchenette 
includes a full-size 

refrigerator, 
freezer, filtered 

water, microwave, 
and sink. Food 

preparation is not 
allowed inside. 

FLOOR PLAN
Constructed to capture a beautiful city view from large glass windows, a flood of natural 
light from a wide, open floor plan, and a chic clean vibe from custom-designed interior



FEMX provides a 30 in. round table and one 6 ft. rectangle
table. 60 foldable white chairs are also included. Setup is not
provided by FEMX.

FEMX Quarters is available to book from 7AM to 12AM. Clients 
must include set up and teardown time in their booking.

FEMX offers $5-$10 parking directly next door at the Holiday
Inn Express. There are 100 spots available. Pay ahead or same
day.

Adjust the temperature using FEMX's Google Next 
thermostat.

FEMX has a wireless 80 in Epson projector that displays onto 
one of our white walls. Connect using the Epson iProjector 
app or extension.

FEMX offers a 10% discount for non-profits, law enforcement
and military.

FEMX supports Bluetooth complete with a surround sound 
speaker system. Also, feel free to use our two wireless 
microphones.

TABLES &
CHAIRS

FEATURES

HOURS

PARKING

A/C

DISCOUNTS

PROJECTOR

AUDIO



CANCELLATION 
POLICY

     By making the full payment to reserve the date of your choice you are
agreeing to be bound by the rules and regulations outlined below and by
any amendment or additional rules and regulations which may be
established by FEMX Quarters. Upon acceptance of payment FEMX
Quarters is required to set the date apart and it shall be a legal binding
agreement between you and FEMX Quarters.
     Guests may cancel their booking until 120 days before the event start
time and will receive a full refund of their Booking Price. Guests may cancel
their booking between 120 days and 90 days before the event start time and
receive a 50% refund of their Booking Price. Cancellations submitted less
than 90 days before the event start time are not refundable. Starting on
January 1st 2021, there are no refunds/reschedule for any local government
shutdown for COVID-19. Client agrees to book the venue at their own
discretion and risk.
    If you are unable to make your event for medicare or life threatening
reasons, FEMX Quarters has the right to credit you towards a new date of
your choice provided with required medical documentation.
     FEMX Quarters is under no obligation to provide a refund or credit with
regard to non-medical or life threatening circumstances.

     In the event that you are not able to make your specific scheduled date,
FEMX Quarters will work with you to reschedule a new date/time based
on availability. There are no refunds.
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